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CITY OF LOS ANGELES

INTER-DEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE

DATE: February 19, 2015

TO: Farid Saffar, Director of Auditing
Office of the Controller

FROM: Nazario Sauceda, Director
Bureau of Street Services

SUBJECT: L. A. STREETS: THE ROAD TO THE FUTURE (UPDATE)

Per the meeting held on January 22, 2015 with Monique Earl, Administrative Deputy Controller,
attached is an update to the Audit Implementation Matrix as of February 17, 2015.

If you have any questions, please contact me at (213) 847-3333.

Cc: Ana Guerrero, Chief of Staff, Office of the Mayor
Nury Martinez, Councilmember CD6
Miguel A. Santana, City Administrative Officer
Sharon Tso, Chief Legislative Analyst
Holly L. Wolcott, Interim City Clerk
Kevin James, President, Board of Public Works
Monique Earl, Administrative Deputy Controller
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DEPARTMENT REPORTED INFORMATION

Finding
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Status

Basis for Status
Update to Original Matrix Submitted September 26, 2014

(updates in Italics)
Target Date for
Implementation

Section I Effective Resource Management

2

BSS management has no target for
an expected direct labor utilization
rate; and almost half of the
resurfacing and reconstruction salary
costs are for costs other than direct
repair work.

Z1

2.2

BSS Management should:

Determine an appropriate direct labor utilization
rate for each of the program activities related to
street resurfacing and maintenance.

Monitor the direct labor utilization rates for its
street resurfacing and maintenance activities on
a periodic basis; identify reasons for variances
from goals and areas for improvement

PI

BSS agrees that managing unit labor cost is important, but
disagrees with the specific methodology proposed by Audit.
BSS to develop a unit labor cost metric in early 2015 to be
tested with analysis of Jan-Mar, 2015 resurfacing segments and
refined in time for quarterly use in FY 15-16.

In January 2015, BSS piloted a unit cost analysis of labor,
materials, and trucking for segments resurfaced from July
to October, 2014.

May 2015 for test run and
Sept 2015 for full
implementation for
Resurfacing Division

Pilot analysis will be
refined and finalized in
time for quarterly use
starting at the beginning
of FY 2015-2016.

3

The City has not made the capital
investment necessary to upgrade
Asphalt Plant 1 (AP1) to achieve
efficiencies from current production
methods. However, even with a
$17.7 million investment, the City's
asphalt production costs would only
be comparable to what BSS pays
private vendors. A strategic financial
partnership could help the City
achieve long-term environmental and
cost benefits.

3.1

The CAO and BSS Management should:

Consider pursuing a strategic financial
partnership for the replacement/upgrade of
AP1, in order to achieve environmental and
cost benefits over the long term.

PI

8a5 agrees 1.11d1 a straceyk. IIIIdMidi paiiiierbilip (mum
potentially be one of the viable options and will work with CAO
and Mayor's Office to further explore.

Pursuant to a Council Motion of November 12, 2014 (CF 14-
1573), BSS will work with CAO and Bureau of Engineering
to report back to Council with a timeline and process for
retrofitting API, including potential strategies for
maximizing the benefits.

innetaoie oepenos on
decisions by policymakers
and CAO

CAO will likely report
back to Council in the
latter half of 2015.

4

Budgeted funds have not been fully
utilized by BSS and more than $21
million was returned to various
funding sources for reprogramming.

4.1

4 2,

4.3

BSS management should:

Work with the CAO to retain available funds to
contract out pavement preservation activities
that cannot be performed by City staff.

Work with BCA to establish appropriate
controls over contracted work and change
orders if street repair work is contracted out

Consider the necessity or added value of
design plans to manage the costs of street
repair work, whether it is performed by City
forces or contractors.

D

BSS disagrees with the recommendations, per comments
provided at Audit Exit Conference.

City poilcymakers allocated these funds to non-BSS
pavement preservation costs and other street improvement
activities, as per Itemization below:

$7.4M to reimburse general fund for ARRA resurfacing
related costs
$5.6M transferred to fund GSD pavement preservation
costs for materials testing and fleet maintenance
$3.6M of Prop C funding for street improvement projects
relating to Metro, streetscape and bikeways
$3.3M of Measure R funding for access ramps, alley paving,
guardrail construction, tunnel ventilation and crosswalk
installation
$1.6M of Special Gas Tax funding for various CIEP projects
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5

Street Damage Restoration Fees.
which were established to recover the
annual resurfacing costs associated
with the shortened lifespan of City
streets due to the street cuts, were
based on an inflated assumption of
annual excavation work. As a result,
total collections have been
undercharged by as much as $190
million since the fee was
implemented.

51

5. 2

BSS Management should:

Present to policymakers the unit costs
supporting the proposed Street Damage
Restoration Fee based on a full cost recovery
model that considers the average actual square
feet cut annually, as reported by the Bureau of
Engineering.

Report periodically to policyrnakers on the
damage to City streets that is caused by
construction activity and heavy load carriers,
identifying amounts collected for damages and
recommendations for additional cost recovery,
if applicable.

PI

In the event of a Council Motion requesting analysis of a
potential SDRF increase, BSS will work with BOE to supply the
needed technical support.

Pursuant to a Council Motion of November 12, 2014 (CF 14-
1571), BSS will work with CAO, CLA, Bureau of
Engineering, and Bureau of Contract Administration to
present a cost and fee analysis supporting a Street Damage
Restoration Fee based on a full cost recovery model, and
report on the damage to the roadway created by
construction activity and heavy load carriers.

As a point of information, the agency responsible for
collecting Street Damage Restoration Fees is the Bureau of
Engineering.

CAO will likely report
back to Council in the
latter half of 2015.

6

A subsequent adjustment to the
SDRF fees did not reconsider the
total costs to be recovered or the
expected number of annual street
cuts. Rather, an inflationary
adjustment was applied in 2008;
however, the rates used were
understated, resulting in $31 million
in additional missed revenue
opportunities.

6.1

BSS Management should:

Review and consider updating the SDRF fee on
an annual basis, based on an updated analysis
and/or consistent use of an accepted
inflationary Index.

PI

In the event of a Council Motion requesting analysis of a
potential SDRF increase, BSS will work with BOE to supply the
needed technical support.

Pursuant to a Council Motion of November 12, 2014 (CF 14-
1571), BSS will work with CAO, CLA, Bureau of
Engineering, and Bureau of Contract Administration to
report on a plan for periodic review and update of the
Street Damage Restoration Fee_

CAO will likely report
back to Council in the
latter half of 2015.

77.1

Street Damage Restoration Fees
were based on estimated costs for
specific activities by BSS in 1996,
considering the additional resurfacing
that would be required on an annual
basis and an assumed number of
street cuts; however, not all fee
collections are dedicated to BSS for
street repair work.

BSS Management should:

Perform a new fee study that considers
underlying assumptions and a total cost basis
that includes the actual costs of all departments
involved with street repairs (BSS, GSD, DOT
and BOE).

PI

In the event of a Council Motion requesting analysis of a
potential SDRF increase, BSS will work with BOE to supply the
needed technical support.

Pursuant to a Council Motion of November 12, 2014 (CF 14-
1571), BSS will work with CAO, CLA, Bureau of
Engineering, and Bureau of Contract Administration to
present a cost and fee analysis supporting a Street Damage
Restoration Fee based on a full cost recovery modeL

CAO will likely report
back to Council in the
latter half of 2015.
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Section II: Systems, Tools and Technology

8

BSS' cost accounting system does
not track costs at a program activity
level (i.e., resurfacing, slurry seat,
crack seal, etc.) as defined in the
City's Pavement Preservation Plan.
As a result, management does not
use actual cost data for managing itsPilot
costs and analyzing resource
utilization.

8.1

8.2

BSS Management should:

Develop a process to code work orders by
program activity. This could be accomplished
by establishing a number schema that
separately designates resurfacing,
reconstruction, slurry seal, crack seal and
pothole repair work, while also retaining the
location-based work order coding.

Utilize cost data by program activ'ty to manage
its resource utilization in delivering street
resurfacing and maintenance efficiently and
cost effectively to ensure desired outcomes are
achieved.

PI

BSS is working to broaden the flexibility of the current
accounting system, per comments provided at Audit Exit
Conference. BSS accounting system currently has the specific
capabilities mentioned in the Audit.

In January 2015, BSS piloted a unit cost analysis of labor,
materials, and trucking for segments resurfaced from July
to October, 2014.

Capabilities already exist

analysis will be
 refined and finalized In
time for quarterly use
starting at the beginning
of FY 2015-2016.

9

BSS' current pavement management
system is not integrated with other
pavement management databases
and City systems, requiring additional
staff efforts. Further, while it is used
to assess pavement conditions, it is
not a comprehensive asset
management system that provides an
inventory or condition assessment of
other street-related infrastructure,
such as street lights, medians, signs,
storm drains, sidewalks, etc.

9.1 BSS Management should:

Explore the potential for other pavement
management systems that exceed
MicroPAVER's capacity and overall usefulness.

PI

BSS continuously explores the market for pavement
management systems to ensure that the Pavement
Management activity has the best technological platform. At
present BSS believes that MicroPaver is the most capable
system to meet LA's needs.

Pursuant to a Council Motion of November 12, 2014 (CF 14-
1570), BSS will work with CAD, !TA, and other agencies to
report on the efficiency, efficacy and prospects for the
MicroPAVER system, and alternatives.

Activity is ongoing

CAO will likely report
back to Council in the
latter half of 2015.

10

BSS uses a Pavement Management
System (MicroPAVER) with
limitations and does not fully utilize all
of its features.

10 1

BSS management should:

Work with the developer of MicroPAVER to
address the issues noted with the beta edition,
report customization and consider revising the
current algorithm regarding cement streets
paved over with asphalt.

PI

BSS retains a MicroPAVER consultant who continuously
develops features needed by BSS. BSS will review the specific
recommendation regarding asphalt overlay streets with this
consultant.

Activity is ongoing
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11

BSS does not have a dedicated
unit/staffing to proactively seek out
new materials, equipment or
technology. Specialized Pothole
Killer' technology was put into
operation in 2000 but was
discontinued after a few years, even
though it is considered a highly
efficient and effective solution to
pothole repair by several cities,

11.1

The City should:

Consider funding a research and development
unit within BSS to (a) focus on developing new
products to meet City specifications to improve
pavement conditions and (b) identify new
equipment and technologies to improve the
efficiency and cost effectiveness of operations.

NI

BSS does perform the research tasks mentioned in Audit using
existing staff, and would welcome funding for creating a
dedicated unit if provided in a future budget cycle.
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Section III: Efficient Pavement Processes and Outcomes

BSS Management should:

BSS disagrees with the summary description of finding, per
comments provided at Audit Exit Conference. BSS currently
uses cost effectiveness measured by MicroPAVER as the
primary criteria for decisions about which streets are resurfaced.

Work with DOT on an ongoing basis to identify Currently the resurfacing program mirrors the composition of the

12

Within geographical regions, BSS
does not prioritize street repair

ties based on traffic volume,activi 
heavy vehicle loads, or mass transit
passenger load.

12.1

12.2

streets with higher traffic and loads and
evaluate which streets can be maintained
without incurring higher reconstruction costs.

Consider allocating a percentage of funding
towards streets with higher traffic flow and
loads; or at a minimum, when annual
resurfacing plans are developed, prioritize
streets with higher traffic flow and loads, for
those streets with the same PCI.

PI

LA street system (40% arterials). Shifting the resurfacing
program towards arterials could compromise the city policy goal
of maintaining network PCI at 62 and could face significant
opposition from neighborhood groups and homeowners. BSS
currently takes into consideration traffic volume and vehicle
loads in the annual allocation of resurfacing funding across
Council Districts.

Pursuant to a Council Motion of November 14, 2014 (CF 14-
1570-S1), BSS will work with LADOT and other agencies to
report back on recommendations to prioritize the
improvement of streets with high traffic volumes when any
funding In excess of that necessary to maintain the current
system-wide PCI of 62 is realized.

BSS will likely report
back to Council In the
latter half of 2015.

F'1
BSS Management should: BSS agrees with recommendations and will implement. Nov-14

BSS lacks effective supervisory

13.1 Ensure supervisors adequately monitor field
crews to make certain that work performed
meets established standards, and document

13
oversight of field crews attesting to
quality paving work, per their policy
requiring Job Completion Reports.

that paving work quality is acceptable by
confirming it in the Job Completion Reports,

13.2 Periodically review closing packets and confirm
Job Completion Reports have been prepared
and accurately describe the quality of work
performed.

I BSS agrees with recommendations and has Implemented. Implemented in late 2014

BSS Management should:

The City has no moratorium for
Per comments provided at Audit Exit Conference, policymakers

14 excavating streets that have recently
received slurry seal treatment.

14.1
Proactively work with policyrnakers to
reconsider an excavation moratorium for
recently slurry sealed streets.

PI

already considered a slurry seal excavation moratorium and
decided not to move forward. In the event of a future Council
Motion requesting analysis of a slurry seal moratorium, BSS will
work with BOE to supply the needed technical support.

BSS management should: Mayor's

PI BSS disagrees with Audit characterization that BSS is not Inderdepartmental 2400
BSS is facing challenges in meeting Periodically analyze actual miles completed meeting overall Pavement Preservation Goals. BSS already Mile Working Group has
overall Pavement Preservation Plan compared to goals for each component of the provides detailed information to the Mayor's Office and the been reviewing

15 goals for repairing streets, and the 15.1 Pavement Preservation Plan, along with the public (via Twitter) regarding weekly and monthly totals for performance trends and
unit costs associated with the repairs associated costs to identify trends in declining pavement preservation activities. Unit costs for street collaborating on
are increasing. performance and/or increased costs that

warrant management intervention.
construction Increase annually at a rate estimated by
CALTRANS to be approximately 3%. this expected increase is
not a performance issue per se.

optimization on a
biweekly basis since
July 2014
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1 --ii..........—...—.
Section IV: Effective Monitoring of Pavement Preservation Activities

16

The City's strategy for pavement
preservation does not sufficiently
address deferred maintenance by
defining specific goals for resurfacing
or reconstructing streets in poor or
failed condition.

.16 1

BSS Management should:

Upon commitment of significant additional
funding for reconstructing 'D" and "F" streets,
identify separate and distinct goals for
resurfacing work and reconstruction work, in
order to better track outcomes and costs.

PI

Currently there is no funding for the recommended actions. In
the event that funding is provided by Council in a future budget
cycle, BSS will develop and implement a street reconstruction
program.

17

The unit costs associated with
resurfacing and reconstruction used
by MicroPAVER and BSS are
outdated, which result in an
unrealistic estimate of total cost for
deferred maintenance.

17 1

BSS Management should:

Ensure deferred maintenance funding needs
are based on accurate unit costs.

PI

BSS disagrees that resurfacing and reconstruction unit costs
used by MicroPAVER are outdated. These unit costs are
existing direct BSS costs and do not include other City agency
overheads and outside contracted costs. If the City is to
assume that all deferred maintenance (D & F grades) are to be
contracted, BSS could easily update these unit costs as wet as
any overhead costs in MicroPAVER.

Rather than utilizing cost estimates from MicroPAVER, the
forthcoming 2015 BSS State of the Streets Report will
reference the detailed cost estimate for backlog repair
provided by Harris & Associates as part of CF 13-1300-S1.

Tri-Annual State of the
Streets Report to be
released in first half of
2015.

18
BSS' reported number of repaired
potholes may not be accurate, as a
reliable audit trail does not exist.

18.1

BSS Management should:

Establish a process to confirm the accuracy of
reported data related to small asphalt repairs,
which will enable BSS to better manage
performance results and effectiveness.

PI

BSS believes the reported number of repaired potholes Is
accurate. BSS has submitted a budget package for FY
2015-16 which would enable field staff to report pothole
completions via smartphone rather than on paper, thus
creating a digital audit trail for each and every small
asphalt repair.

Contingent on Funding

Could be deployed in FY
2015-16 if funding Ts
approved

19
Utility holds can indefinitely delay
planned street resurfacing.

19.1

BSS Management should:

Consider conducting regular in-person
coordination meeting(s) with various
stakeholders to review and confirm planned
construction work and timelines, in order to
better align their resurfacing and maintenance
priorities with actual work to be done by
developers and utility companies.

PI

BSS coordination with utilities is functioning properly at present,
using in-person meetings as needed.

Utilities are contacted proactively by BSS when extended
holds may interfere with Pavement Preservation goals.

Activity is Ongoing

Refinement is ongoing

I - Implemented
PI - Partially Implemented or In Progress
NI - Not Implemented
D - Disagree
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